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Abstract: Large collections ofde noVo R-helical proteins can be constructed by using combinatorial methods based
on a “binary code” for protein design, in which the sequence locations of polar and nonpolar amino acids are specified
explicitly, but the precise identities of these residues are varied extensively. We demonstrate that a 75-residue protein
chosen from such a binary code collection displays several properties similar to those of native proteins: (i) Both
the chemically induced and thermally induced denaturations are cooperative; (ii) addition of the hydrophobic dye
1-analinonaphthalene-8-sulfonate (ANS) yields only minimal fluorescence; (iii) the NMR spectrum shows significant
chemical shift dispersion in both the amide and methyl regions; and (iv) amide protons are protected from exchange
to an extent observed in some natural proteins. These results demonstrate that binary patterning of polar and nonpolar
amino acids can serve as the basis for initial steps toward the design of novel proteins with native-like properties.

Introduction

Strategies for devisingde noVo protein sequences range from
screening libraries of random sequences1-3 to rationally design-
ing specific tertiary interactions.4-26 Both approaches have

yielded collapsed molecules with extensive secondary structure.
However, the attainment of truly native-like features has proved
more difficult.27,28 While recent studies using iterative strategies
of rational design, characterization, and redesign have progressed
toward producing novel proteins harboring some native-like
features,16-28 the ability to produce large collections of native-
like proteins remains a central challenge in molecular design.
We previously reported a combinatorial strategy for the design

of large libraries of novel proteins.29 Our strategy employs
binary patterning of polar and nonpolar amino acids to generate
sequences in which the locations of polar and nonpolar residues
are specified explicitly, but the precise identities of the side
chains are not constrained and can be varied extensively. We
constructed a large combinatorial collection of synthetic genes
whose protein products were designed to fold into 4-helix
bundles. Sequence diversity was facilitated by encoding polar
residues (Glu, Gln, Asp, Asn, Lys, or His) with the degenerate
codon NAN and nonpolar residues (Phe, Leu, Ile, Met, or Val)
with the degenerate codon NTN. In the resulting collection of
proteins, each member has a different amino acid sequence.
However, all sequences in the collection share the identical
binary pattern of polar and nonpolar residues. Characterization
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of a representative group of these “binary code” proteins
demonstrated that most of the novel sequences escape proteoly-
sis in ViVo and fold into collapsedR-helical structures (ref 29
and S. Royet al. unpublished).
The ability of the binary patterning strategy to generate vast

collections ofde noVo sequences led us to investigate whether
any of the resulting proteins possess native-like features. While
natural proteins fold into structures with well-packed hydro-
phobic cores,30 the combinatorial basis of the binary code
strategy precludes rational design of specific packing interac-
tions. Can the binary code nonetheless generate novel proteins
with native-like properties?
Initial screening31 of proteins from our original collection29

suggested that protein M-60 might possess native-like features.
This suggestion is supported by the recent finding that M-60
readily forms crystals (S. Roy, F. Hughson, and M. H. Hecht,
unpublished). In the current work, we demonstrate by several
different criteria that protein M-60 exhibits several native-like
properties in solution.

Results

Cooperative Denaturation. The urea denaturation profile
shown in Figure 1A demonstrates that protein M-60 unfolds
cooperatively and is relatively stable, having a denaturation
midpoint of∼7 M urea. The free energy of unfolding (∆G)
was calculated to be approximately 4 kcal/mol.
While cooperative sigmoidal chemical denaturation (e.g. by

urea or guanidine hydrochloride) has been observed for a
number of differentde noVo proteins, cooperative thermal
denaturation has been more difficult to obtain.27,28 The thermal
denaturation of M-60 is shown in Figure 1B. In contrast to
most earlier designed proteins, M-60 exhibits a sigmoidal
thermal transition with a clear upper baseline. The transition
is relatively broad, as is often observed for small natural
proteins.32 Both the chemical and thermal denaturations of
protein M-60 are reversible.
ANS Fluorescence.The hydrophobic dye, 1-analinonaph-

thalene-8-sulfonate (ANS), is sometimes used as a rapid probe
for the presence of accessible nonpolar patches. When ANS is
surrounded by nonpolar moieties, significant fluorescence is
observed, whereas ANS free in aqueous solution does not
fluoresce. In molten globule folding intermediates nonpolar side
chains are accessible to ANS, and the resulting fluorescence is
sometimes used as a diagnostic for the molten globule state.33

Natural proteins (e.g. apomyoglobin) that possess hydrophobic
binding pockets bind ANS even in their native state.34 However,
most native proteins sequester nonpolar residues away from
solvent and therefore do not bind ANS. Figure 2 compares the
fluorescence of M-60 in the presence of ANS to several
controls: apomyoglobin yields a substantial signal; ethanol
yields a moderate signal, and lysozyme does not fluoresce. At
the same concentration as apomyoglobin or lysozyme, protein
M-60 yields a signal that is barely above baseline, and is∼50-
fold lower than that of apomyoglobin.
Chemical Shift Dispersion. Natural proteins typically give

rise to NMR spectra with well-dispersed chemical shifts.35

However, the first generation of designed proteins typically

formed “molten” structures, which gave rise to broad NMR
peaks and poor chemical shift dispersion. The1H NMR
spectrum of protein M-60 is shown in Figure 3. The peaks in
both the N-H region (6.5 to 9.5 ppm) and the methyl region
(upfield of 3 ppm) show chemical shift dispersion comparable
to that of naturally-occurringR-helical proteins. Particularly
noteworthy are the amide proton shifted at 9.4 ppm, and the
ring-current shifted methyl peaks at 0.5, 0.3, and-0.4 ppm.
Such shifts indicate that the corresponding protons are in
uniquely folded environments. Moreover, despite the presence
of M-60 dimers at the concentration required for NMR (see
below), the amide peaks are relatively sharp.
Protection from Amide Proton Exchange. In the structures

of native proteins a population of amide protons are typically
protected from exchange with solvent. In contrast, in a “molten”
molecule, which interconverts between several different struc-
tures, amide protons exchange rapidly.36,37 As shown in Figure
4, many of the amide protons in M-60 are substantially protected
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B

Figure 1. (A) Urea-induced denaturation of protein M-60. Protein
concentration was 26µM in a buffer containing 50 mM sodium
phosphate and 200 mM NaCl, pH 7.0. (B) Thermal denaturation of
protein M-60. Protein concentration was 2.6µM in the same buffer.
The midpoint is 55°C, and the van’t Hoff enthalpy (∆H) is 25 kcal/
mol. At higher protein concentrations, theTm is increased slightly.
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from exchange. Some are protected from exchange for many
days, and some peaks can be observed even after 3 weeks. The
rate constant of amide exchange for three of the slower
exchanging peaks was calculated to be on the order of 10-2/h
at 25°C (for the most well-resolved amide peak, at 9 ppm,t1/2
is ∼140 h). Since thet1/2 for an unprotected amide proton is
0.28 min at 25°C, pH 4.6 (see ref 38), our data indicate that
the protection factor for this peak is approximately 30 000. Thus,
M-60 has several protons that exchange on a moderate to slow
time scale, with protection factors approximately 100-fold higher
than those observed for molten globules.36,37 These protection
factors are comparable to those observed in the interior of
several naturally occurring proteins.39-41

The protection factors obtained for the slower exchanging
protons in M-60 indicate a global stability of∼5 kcal/mol. This

agrees reasonably well with the value extrapolated from urea
denaturation (Figure 1A). This correspondence suggests that
M-60 has a core that is protected to the extent expected from
the global stability of the protein.
Oligomeric State of Protein M-60. The results described

above demonstrate several properties of M-60 that resemble
those of native proteins. What is the oligomeric state of the
protein responsible for these properties?
Gel filtration chromatography of protein M-60 gave rise to

two peaks,42 a monomer and a dimer (not shown). The
monomer elutes at exactly the position (relative to standards)
expected for a compact globular structure. Analysis of the
oligomeric state by sedimentation equilibrium ultracentrifugation
indicated that the dissociation constant (KD) for the dimer is
approximately 5µM (Figure 5 and Table 1). (At high
concentrations M-60 weakly associates as tetramers;KD ) 4
mM).
Dimerization is inhibited by high concentrations of salt (not

shown), suggesting that dimerization is due to electrostatic
attractions, not hydrophobic interactions. Thus, the dimerization
is probably mediated by surface (i.e. polar) residues, and
presumably affects neither the packing of the hydrophobic core
nor the overall topology.
The native-like properties of M-60 do not depend on protein

dimerization. This assertion is based on the following: (i) The
R-helical content of M-60 is independent of concentration. (ii)
In urea and guanidinium hydrochloride denaturation experiments
no differences in the denaturation midpoint were observed
between 2 and 50µM (data not shown). (iii) The high resistance
of M-60 to urea denaturation does not require dimerization:
Urea-induced denaturation occurs beyond 5 M urea (Figure 1A),
and gel filtration experiments demonstrate that at 5 M urea
protein M-60 is monomeric (not shown). Thus the high
resistance to urea must reflect the inherent stability of the
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Figure 2. Fluorescence emission spectra of 1µM ANS in the presence
of apomyoglobin (AMyo), 99% ethanol (EtOH), Hen Lysozyme (Lyso),
or protein M-60. Protein concentrations were 50µM in a buffer
containing 10 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0). Fluorescence of ANS
in the presence of lysozyme is indistinguishable from the baseline for
ANS alone.

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectrum of protein M-60 at 25°C. Protein
concentration was∼0.4 mM.

Figure 4. Time course of amide proton exchange following a 20-fold
dilution of protein M-60 from a buffer containing 50 mM CD3COOD/
NaOH, 200 mM NaCl, pH 4.6 in H2O, into a buffer containing 50 mM
CD3COOD/NaOD, 200 mM NaCl, pD 4.2 in D2O.
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monomer. (iv) Dimerization does not underlie the cooperativity
of the thermal denaturation, as decreased protein concentration
does not diminish the cooperativity of the thermal melt (not
shown). (v) Finally, in the hydrogen exchange experiment, the
observed protection factors cannot be attributed solely to
dimerization; the relative weakness of the dimerization ensures
that a steady-state population of monomer (>5%) is available
for exchange. Thus the differential protection of the dimer
relative to the monomer is at most 20-fold. Indeed, Raleighet
al.23 pointed out that the stronger dimerization observed in their
R2 peptide system is too weak to survive the times required for
protection experiments.

Discussion

Native-like States. For any polypeptide chain, one can
imagine a continuum of possible states ranging from a truly
random coil to a perfectly rigid structure in which all atoms
are uniquely fixed in place. For any given sequence, neither
extreme is significantly populated in physiological buffers at
ambient temperatures. Denatured proteins, “far from adopting
featureless random coils ... frequently exhibit significant amounts
of residual structure.”43 At the other extreme, even fully folded
proteins are not perfectly rigid, and typically possess significant
flexibility. 44

Between the denatured state and the folded state, a continuum
of intermediate states is possible. Although most intermediates

are short-lived under physiological conditions, some can be
stabilized under special conditions. Characterization of these
stabilized intermediates has revealed a continuum of states
ranging from collapsed globules that are devoid of persistent
structure to native-like intermediates that exhibit many features
similar to those of fully folded proteins.45 Indeed, some
intermediate states are non-native by some criteria, but very
much native-like by other criteria. For example, Alexandrescu
et al. describe a subdomain of staphylococcal nuclease which
“shows hydrogen exchange protection factors in the range
reported for molten globules”, but at the same time is sufficiently
well-ordered that its native-like 3-dimensional structure could
be determined by NMR.46

We cannot ascertain where exactly M-60 falls on this
continuum of states. However, the initial characterization
reported here demonstrates that by several criteria thisde noVo
protein is substantially native-like: Its chemically and thermally
induced denaturations are cooperative; addition of ANS yields
only minimal fluorescence; the NMR spectrum shows significant
chemical shift dispersion; and amide protons are protected from
exchange.
In other respects, however, protein M-60 is not absolutely

native-like. Its denaturation enthalpy (∆H ) ∼25 kcal/mol) is
smaller than typically observed for natural proteins of compa-
rable size (75 residues). Likewise them value (∼534 cal/
(mol‚M)) associated with the urea-induced denaturation is
approximately half as large as that observed for natural proteins
of similar size.47 Thus, although the chemically and thermally
induced denaturations of protein M-60 are cooperative, they are
not as sharp as might be expected for fully native-like structures.
Indeed, we have recently found that among our collection of
de noVo R-helical proteins, several sequences give rise to
considerably sharper thermal melts than M-60 (S. Royet al.,
unpublished).
The initial collection of proteins reported by Kamtekaret al.29

contains only 29 sequences. Preliminary screening31 of this
collection led us to study protein M-60 in greater detail. It must
be stressed that this initial collection of 29 proteins represents
anextremelysmall fraction of the total number of sequences (5
× 1041) that can be encoded by the binary pattern used for this
structural motif (24 buried positions and 32 surface positions,
chosen from 5 nonpolar and 6 polar residues, respectively, can
yield 524× 632 ) 5× 1041 possible sequences29). Nonetheless,
the results described here and elsewhere31 demonstrate that from
this relatively small subset of sequences, proteins can be isolated
that share several properties with natural proteins. These results
suggest that within the far larger set of binary code sequences
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Table 1. Analysis of Sedimentation Equilibrium Datal

SRVa

[M60],b µM Mr
c SSd 4e 3f 2g 1h 1T 2i 1T 3i 1T 4i 1T 2T 3j 1T 2T 4k

50 14800( 1000 3.8 22.3 13.9 4.9 9.7 3.7 3.6 3.7
500 19735( 400 4.6 53.1 25.4 13.6 60.9 3.4 9.7 2.4 2.6

a Square root of variance×103. bConcentration of protein loaded.c The apparent molecular mass as determined by a single species analysis.
d SRV assuming a single species with the molecular mass indicated in column 2.eSRV assuming a tetramer of subunits each with a monomer mass
of 8562. f SRV assuming a trimer of subunits each with a monomer mass of 8562.g SRV assuming a dimer of subunits each with a monomer mass
of 8562.h SRV assuming a monomer with a mass of 8562.i SRV for monomerT n-mer equilibria of increasing order up ton ) 4. j SRV for
monomerT dimerT trimer. k SRV for monomerT dimerT tetramer.l Data were collected at 25°C, scanning at 240 nm for 50µM data and 275
nm for 500µM data. We used the HID program from the Analytical Ultracentrifugation Facility at the University of Connecticut.

Figure 5. Sedimentation equilibrium analysis of protein M-60. The
figure shows results for a protein concentration of 500µM. The
monomer-dimer-tetramer fit is shown, as are the residuals for this
fit.
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that adapt this fold, there are likely to be many proteins that
display properties at the native-like end of the continuum of
states.
The Sequence Requirements for Native-like Properties.

Theoretical studies by Dill and co-workers suggest that judicious
use of polar residues at key positions can destabilize alternative
hydrophobic cores and thereby play a key role in the design of
unique structures.48 Experimental support for this suggestion
comes from the work of Raleighet al., who showed that
incorporation of polar residues at the interface between buried
and exposedR-helical surfaces enhances the native-like proper-
ties of theirR2 peptide.23 However,R2 must dimerize to form
a 4-helix bundle, and the resulting dimer was not sufficiently
long-lived to allow Raleighet al. to demonstrate amide proton
protection.23

On the basis of their success redesigning the interfacial
residues ofR2, Raleighet al. expressed interest23 in whether
any of the binary code proteins would exhibit native-like features
without the addition of polar residues at interfacial positions.
The results presented here demonstrate that proteins with native-
like properties can indeed be isolated from our original collection
of binary code proteins. We do not yet know how frequently
such properties will occur in our own or similar collections.
However, initial screens suggest that>10% of our binary code
proteins give rise to NMR spectra with well-dispersed peaks31

consistent with native-like packing. Statistical arguments sug-
gest that among the 5× 1041 sequences that can be encoded by
our binary patterning,29 many are likely to possess native-like
properties.

Experimental Section

Protein Purification. The 75-residue sequence of protein M-60 is
identical with that of protein 60 described previously29 except for one
modification, which inserts a Tyr between Met1 and Gly2 of the original
sequence.49 This modification was constructed to prevent cleavage of
the initiator methioninein ViVo, and also to provide a chromaphore
with an absorbance at 275 nm. The full amino acid sequence of M-60
is MYGEVENILKQLKELVEGPDSGNLKDLINQLKQLIEGPSGGEL-
DHFLKQLKELLHGPRSGQVKQIVHHIQHLFQR. Protein was puri-
fied by modification of a freeze-thaw, acid precipitation, and cation-
exchange chromatography protocol (refs 29 and 50 and S. Roy,
unpublished results), to a point where only a single band was observed
by silver stained SDS-PAGE. Electrospray mass spectrometry indicated
a mass of 8562, thus confirming that the N-terminal methionine is
retained. Protein concentration was determined by tyrosine absor-
bance.51

Protein Denaturation Studies. The urea-induced denaturation of
M-60 was monitored by recording the ellipticity at 222 nm as a function
of urea concentration. A cuvette with a path length of 1 mm was used
in an Aviv 62 DS spectropolarimeter. Data were recorded at 20°C, in
50 mM sodium phosphate and 200 mM NaCl, pH 7.0. The free energy
of folding,∆G, was calculated from these data as described previously.52

Thermal denaturation of protein M-60 was monitored by recording
the ellipticity at 222.0 nm every 1°C from 0 to 100°C with 0.5 min

equilibration time for each data point. The path length was 10 mm.
The fraction folded was calculated by using the formula (u - e)/(u -
l), wheree is the mean residue ellipticity andu andl are the upper and
lower baseline extrapolations from the curve fit.
ANS Fluorescence.Protein concentrations were 50µM in a buffer

containing 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0. All solutions contained
ANS at a concentration of 1µM. Spectra were measured on a Perkin
Elmer Luminescence LS50 spectrometer at 25°C in a 1-cm cuvette,
and with an excitation wavelength of 370 nm.
NMR and Amide Proton Exchange. The 1H NMR spectrum of

protein M-60 (Figure 3) was measured at 25°C at a protein
concentration of∼0.4 mM in a buffer containing 50 mM CD3COOD/
NaOH and 200 mM NaCl, 10% D2O, pH 4.6. We recorded 128
transients on a Varian Inova 500-MHz spectrometer with presaturation
of the water peak and processed on an SGI IndigoII workstation using
Felix 950 (Biosym/MSI).
The time course of amide proton exchange was observed by1H NMR

following a 20-fold dilution of M-60 (in 50 mM CD3COOD/NaOH in
H2O, 200 mM NaCl, pH 4.6 at 25°C) into D2O (50 mM CD3COOD/
NaOD in D2O, 200 mM NaCl, pD 4.2). Spectra were recorded at
indicated times after dilution and processed on a Varian Inova 500-
MHz spectrometer. To calculate the rate of exchange, peak height was
normalized using 3 non-exchangeable proton signals c1, c2, and c3 at
7.5, 7.4, and 7.0 ppm, respectively, and the average rate constant was
calculated. The first-order rate constant for the proton at 9 ppm is∼5
× 10-3/h andt1/2 is∼140 h. The intrinsict1/2 at pH 4.6, 25°C, is 0.28
min.38 This yields a protection factor of∼30 000.
Sedimentation Equilibrium Ultracentrifugation . Sedimentation

equilibrium was performed on a Beckman Model XLA analytical
ultracentrifuge53 with an AN-60-Ti rotor, and fits were obtained by
using the program NONLIN.54 Experiments were carried out with use
of charcoal filled Epon cells with quartz windows. Six-channel, 1.2-
mm cells were used for 50µM samples and two channel, 3 mm path
length cells were used for the 500µM samples. Continuous radial
scanning at 240 and 275 nm was used for the 50 and 500µM samples,
respectively. The 3-mm cells were scanned at 20 000 rpm, and the 12
mm path length cells were scanned at multiple speeds of 15 000, 20 000,
25 000, and 30 000 rpm. The cells were scanned every 0.001 cm, and
10 scans were averaged. The density of the solvent was determined
gravimetrically and yielded a value of 1.012 g/mL. The partial specific
volume of 0.75 mL/g was calculated from the weight average of the
partial specific volumes of the individual amino acids.55 At buffer
conditions identical with the NMR exchange experiment (50 mM CH3-
COOH/NaOH and 200 mM NaCl, pH 4.6, at 25°C), the dimer
dissociation constant is 5µM (range 1 to 28µM) and the tetramer
dissociation constant is∼4 mM (range 1 to 11 mM).
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